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Quadrupolar excitation channels at theL 3 edge of rare-earth ions probed
by resonant inelastic x-ray scattering
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A systematic resonant inelastic x-ray scattering study at theL3 absorption edge of rare-earth ions in the
R2Fe14B intermetallics is presented. The energy position and the relative strength of quadrupolar (E2) and
dipolar (E1) intermediate-state excitation channels are extracted by decomposing the inelastic scattering
spectra into their main contributions. For the cases in which theoretical calculations of the quadrupolar part are
available, a good agreement for the spectral shape is found. With increasing atomic number, a monotonic
increase of the energy difference and a decrease of the relative strength betweenE1 and E2 excitation
channels is observed. This work provides important experimental data for the application of magneto-optical
sum rules to the 5d band of rare-earth systems, as well as for the validation of theoretical models aimed at a
correct description of x-ray magnetic spectroscopies at theL edges of rare earths in metallic systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interpretation of x-ray magnetic circular dichrois
~XMCD! and x-ray resonant magnetic scattering~XRMS!
recorded at theL2,3 absorption edges of rare-earth~RE! ions
has been a matter of debate since the first experimenta
sults were obtained.1–4 The spectra, dominated by the stron
dipolar 2p→5d electronic transition, are not straightfo
wardly connected to the spin polarization of the rare-ea
5d band. Several aspects have to be included in a cor
description of the experiments, such as the contribution fr
quadrupolar excitation channels in the pre-edge region,5 the
intra-atomic 4f -5d exchange interaction;6 and the spin de-
pendence of the radial matrix elements.6,7 The first of these
aspects, namely, the quadrupolar nature (2p→4 f transi-
tions! of the pre-edge structures, has been well establishe
the last few years by several experimental techniques8–17and
calculations.18–21 Despite their weak absorption intensitie
these quadrupolar excitations give rise to strong dichroic
nals at theL edges of rare-earth ions, as they access thef
shell, which is the magnetic moment carrier of the rare-ea
ion. The determination of the energy position and the rela
strength of theE2 andE1 excitation channels is therefor
essential, not only to provide relevant information for t
correct interpretation of XMCD data of RE compounds, b
also to test and refine existing calculations, aiming at a co
plete understanding of rare-earth magnetism.

In a previous publication,17 we presented the preliminar
results of a resonant inelastic x-ray scattering~RIXS! study
at theL3 absorption edge of rare-earth ions in the interm
tallic seriesR2Fe14B (R5Nd, Sm, and Gd to Tm!. Weak
PRB 600163-1829/99/60~19!/13497~10!/$15.00
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resonances, ascribed to 2p→4 f quadrupolar excitations
were systematically observed at energies below theL3 white-
line. The results evidenced the necessity of their inclus
for a correct interpretation of XMCD and XRMS exper
ments recorded at theL edges of rare-earth systems.

In this paper, we present the whole set of experimen
results ~completed with RIXS data recorded at the YbL3
edge in Yb2Fe14B). The data analysis is based on a deco
position of each inelastic scattering spectrum into its m
final-state multiplet families. These multiplet families ari
from the decay of dipolar or quadrupolar intermediate st
excitation channels, which are resonantly enhanced as
incident photon energy is tuned through the absorption ed
The decomposition procedure allows a determination of
excitation energies and the relative strength of each abs
tion channel. The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II p
vides the theoretical background. The general characteris
of the RIXS cross section are illustrated by experimen
results obtained at the YbL3 edge in Yb2Fe14B. Section III
describes the experimental setup. In Sec. IV the experime
spectra are presented, followed by a detailed descriptio
the analysis procedure. The extracted spectral shape fo
final state multiplet arising from 2p→4 f E2 transitions is
compared to theoretical results, whenever they are availa
Finally, the quantitative results concerning the energy po
tion and the relative strength ofE1 andE2 excitations are
discussed. The conclusions of the paper are presented in
V.

II. RIXS PROCESS

The cross section for resonant inelastic x-ray scatterin
given by the Kramers-Heisenberg formula,22–25 and the in-
13 497 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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13 498 PRB 60BARTOLOMÉ, KRISCH, RAOUX, AND TONNERRE
elastically scattered intensity observed within a solid an
V and a scattered energy intervallD\v8 can be written as20

I}(
f U(m ^ f uHintum&^muHintu i &

\v1Ei2Em1 i
Gm

2
U2

3d~\v2\v81Ei2Ef !, ~1!

where\v and\v8 are the energies of the incident and t
scattered photon,Ei , Em , and Ef are the energies of th
initial, intermediate and final states,Gm is the lifetime broad-
ening of the intermediate state, andHint5(e/2m)(pA
1Ap) is the interaction Hamiltonian which is usually e
panded in electric 2L-pole transition operators. In a simp
one-electron picture, RIXS is interpreted as an ‘‘absorpt
followed by emission’’ process. In the first step a photon
energy\v is absorbed by exciting a core electron into
empty state, leading to the intermediate-state electronic c
figurationum&. In the second step the deep core hole, crea
in the absorption step, is filled up by an electron from
shallower core level or the valence band under emission
photon of energy\v8. In order to account for the lifetime
broadening in the final state of the scattering process, thd
function has to be replaced by a Lorentzian of widthG f .
Moreover, the experimental spectra are smeared out by
resolution function. For incident photon energies well abo
the absorption threshold, the electron is promoted into c
tinuum states, and the emission is identified as fluoresce
whose width~in absence of strong multiplet effects! is given
by approximatelyGm1G f . For \v in the vicinity or below
the absorption threshold, the behavior is more complex
particular in open-shell systems, such as transition me
and rare earths, a simple one-electron picture is not suffic
to account for all the observed phenomena, and a many-b
description has to be invoked. The Coulomb and excha
interactions between the electrons of the two incomp
shells in the intermediate and final states can lead to dis
multiplet families which might extend over several eV.
these cases, the inelastic x-ray spectra are ultimately
limited by G f , whereasGm is merely responsible for the
intensity variation of the features as the incident photon
ergy is varied. In cases where the sudden approximatio
fulfilled, the integrated intensity of the inelastic x-ray sca
tering spectrum, recorded at a specific incident energy
proportional to the absorption cross section at this energ31

A successful decomposition of the RIXS spectra into quad
polar and dipolar contributions should therefore provide
partial E1 andE2 absorption cross sections, if interferen
effects can be neglected. Experimentally, the RIXS inten
is measured within the zone of interest of the (\v,\v8)
plane by scanning the scattered photon energy\v8 at differ-
ent fixed incident photon energies\v around the absorption
edge~IXS scans!. Alternatively, the intensity evolution of a
specific final-state multiplet family can be studied by sca
ning the incident and scattered photon energy together,
keeping the energy transfer\v2\v8 constant and fixed to
values corresponding to the excitation energies of this m
tiplet family @constant final-state~CFS! scans#.

In order to illustrate the main characteristics of the RIX
cross section, and to clarify the presentation of the exp
e
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mental results given in the following sections, we present
overview of the observed structures and theoretical ass
ments which are common to the RIXS spectra of all o
studied samples, exemplified by the results obtained at

Yb L3 edge of Yb2Fe14B. Due to its 4f 135dñ ground-state
electronic configuration, with only one hole in the 4f shell,
the intermediate- and final-state multiplets are composed
only a few lines, closely grouped, leading to the structurel
shape of theE2 Yb RIXS features. The occupation numb
of the rare-earth 5d shell in the ground-state electronic co

figuration has been denoted byñ. For selected rare-eart

ions, theoretical values ofñ for each crystallographic posi
tion have been determined by band-structure calculati

@for example,ñ'1.8 for Nd in Nd2Fe14B ~Ref. 26!#. Panel
~a! of Fig. 1 shows a three-dimensional plot (\v, \v8, in-
tensity! of some representative IXS spectra recorded at v
ous incident photon energies around the YbL3 edge, ob-
tained by monitoring the 3d5/2→2p3/2 radiative decay
channel (La1 fluoresence well above threshold!. Panel~b! is
an enlargement of the low-\v –high-\v8 zone of panel~a!.
The intensity scale on both panels refers to the same~arbi-
trary! units. For clarity, some of the high incident energ
RIXS spectra have been removed from panel~b! and others
have been added. From panels~a! and~b!, three distinct fea-
tures, labeledA, B, andC, can be identified. Their scattere
energy\v8 is depicted as a function of incident photon e
ergy \v in panel~c!. Below the absorption edge, featuresA
and B display the usual Raman shift, i.e. as the incide
photon energy increases, the emitted energy at which a
cific feature is observed increases by the same amo
Above\v58948.5 eV, corresponding roughly to the whit
line maximum, featureC is observed at the fixed scatterin
energy of 7416 eV, with an approximately constant intens
In contrast to this, featuresA and B do not settle at a fixed
\v8 value, but continuously disperse, and both display
Lorentzian intensity variation as a function of\v with a
maximum at 8936.6 eV~featureA, \v857416.6 eV, \v
2\v851520 eV) and 8948.5 eV ~feature B, \v8
57416.0 eV, \v2\v851531.3 eV). Furthermore, we
note that featureA is about a factor 40 weaker than featureB.

FeatureC is identified as theLa1 fluorescence, corre
sponding to 3d94 f 135dñe* final states, arising from
2p54 f 135dñe* intermediate states in which the 2p core hole
is promoted into empty continuum states ofd symmetry. The
fluorescence is observed at about the energy difference
tween theM5 and L3 binding energies. The extra energ
available, amounting to\(v2v8)2ELa1

, is transferred to
the photoelectron as kinetic energy. FeaturesA andB show
the typical behavior of a transition in which the photoele
tron is promoted into a discrete state, thus acquiring no
netic energy@note the slope equal to 1 ofA andB branches in
panel ~c! of Fig. 1#. In this case, the expression\v1Ei
2Em is zero only at the exact energy necessary to prom
the electron into this specific state. As a consequence of
ergy conservation, the corresponding feature in the IXS sp
trum is always observed at a fixed energy transferDE
5\v2\v8 for all \v, while the resonant denominator i
Eq. ~1! is responsible for the observed Lorentzian intens
variation.
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PRB 60 13 499QUADRUPOLAR EXCITATION CHANNELS AT THEL3 . . .
FeatureB is ascribed to the localized 3d94 f 135dñ11 final-
state multiplet, resonantly enhanced at the 2p54 f 135dñ11 in-
termediate state excitation energy, corresponding to the
polar 2p→5d channel. The much weaker featureA is
assigned to the 3d94 f 145dñ final state which is resonantl
enhanced at the 2p54 f 145dñ intermediate-state excitation en
ergy, corresponding to the quadrupolar 2p→4 f excitation
channel. In both cases the intermediate state is a resu
excitations into localized states. Although RIXS does n
allow a direct multipolar assignment of the observed f
tures, sufficient experimental and theoretical evidence
available to support our assignment, besides simple qua
tive arguments: FeatureA is observed at a lower-energ
transfer than featureB, i.e., at smaller intermediate state e
citation energies. This is consistent with the strength of

FIG. 1. Panels~a! and ~b! show representative IXS scans r
corded at the YbL3 edge of the Yb2Fe14B, by monitoring the
3d5/2→2p3/2 radiative decay channel. Three groups of features,
beledA, B, andC, can be identified. Feature A is much weaker th
featuresB and C, and is therefore shown on a reduced scale,
cused on the low-incident-energy part of the surface, in panel~b!.
Panel~c! shows the energy positions in the (\v,\v8) plane of the
different maxima observed in the recorded IXS scans.
i-

of
t
-
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a-

e

Coulomb interaction between the promoted electron and
3d core-hole resulting in a 3d94 f 145dñ final state more
strongly bound than the localized 3d94 f 135dñ11 ~B! or the
delocalized 3d94 f 135dñe* state (C).

As will be shown in Sec. IV, the RIXS spectra of all th
other compounds from Nd through Tm show the same ch
acteristics. The final state multiplet arising from 2p→4 f
intermediate-state excitations displays a richer structure
consequence of the more or less filled 4f shell with 4f n11

varying from 4f 4 ~for Nd! to 4f 13 ~for Tm!.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiments were performed on the beamlines ID
at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility27 ~for Sm
through Yb! and X21 at the National Synchrotron Ligh
Source28 ~for Nd!. At ID16, a Si~111! monochromator pro-
vided a 0.5~horizontal! 31.5 ~vertical! mm2 beam. At X21,
a dispersive four-bounce Si~220! crystal setup in conjunction
with a toroidal mirror provided a 0.530.5-mm2 beam. In
both cases, the incident beam was linearly polarized in
horizontal plane. The scattered radiation was analyzed b
1-m spherical crystal spectrometer in Rowland geometry
90° scattering angle in the horizontal plane in order to mi
mize the contribution from nonresonant Thomson and ine
tic scattering. The choice of either the 3d5/2→2p3/2 (La1) or
4d5/2,3/2→2p3/2 (Lb2,15) deexcitation channel was driven b
the availability of a convenient crystal analyzer reflectio
providing Bragg angles between 65° and 85° in order
comply with the geometrical constraints of the experimen
setup. This implied slight differences in the energy resolut
achieved for different samples. The overall experimen
resolution was better than 1-eV full width at half maximu
~FWHM! at X21 and within the range of 1–1.5 eV FWHM
at ID16. The emission lines and absorption edge ener
around which the experiments were performed are prese
in Table I, together with the utilized analyzer reflection. T
rare-earth alloys were prepared by arc melting the star
elements in Ar atmosphere. A more detailed description
its preparation and characterization is given elsewher29

Powdered samples of about 2-mm thickness sealed in ka
tape were used in the inelastic scattering experiments. Tr
mission absorption spectra obtained on thin samples w

-

-

TABLE I. Emission lines, absorptionL3-edge energies, and ana
lyzer reflection used on eachR2Fe14B system.

R ion L3 edge Emission line~eV! Analyzer
~eV! La1 Lb2,15 Si (hkl)

3d5/2→2p3/2 4d3/2,5/2→2p3/2

Nd 6208 6089 ~333!
Sm 6716 7178 ~440!
Gd 7243 6057 ~333!
Tb 7514 6273 ~333!
Dy 7790 6495 ~440!
Ho 8071 6720 ~440!
Er 8358 6189 ~444!
Tm 8648 7180 ~531!
Yb 8944 7416 ~620!
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FIG. 2. Resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering spectra measure
in R2Fe14B for light rare earths
(R5Nd, Sm, and Gd! as a func-
tion of energy transfer,DE. For
the sake of clarity, the spectr
have been scaled to the sam
maximum height, by a factor dis
played on the right side of eac
curve. The incident photon energ
at which the IXS spectrum ha
been recorded is indicated on th
left side of each curve.
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recorded and scaled to absolute values using tabulated v
for the photoelectric absorption coefficientm, well below
and above the absorption threshold. The absorption spe
obtained in this way were used to correct the IXS spectr
for self-absorption effects.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Experimental RIXS spectra

The whole set of experimental spectra obtained in
R2Fe14B series is shown in Figs. 2 (R5Nd, Sm, Gd! and 3
(R5Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb!. The spectra are presented
a function of energy transferDE5\(v2v8), instead of
scattered energy. In this way, featuresA and B ~i.e., those
originating from transitions into localized states! remain at a
constant position as the incident photon energy is tu
through the edge. In contrast to this, featureC ~appearing in
the high-incident-energy curves on top of each panel! moves
toward higherDE values as the incident energy increas
above threshold. The incident photon energy at which
IXS spectrum has been recorded is indicated at the left
of each curve. In order to render the whole series of d
visible in a single picture, the spectra have been normali
to the same maximum height. The applied scaling factors
displayed at the right side of each spectrum.

The spectra for all compounds show some common
tures and systematics, with the same assignments as fo
case of Yb. The dominating features correspond
nd94 f n5dñ11 final states, not dispersing inDE, and
nd94 f n5dñe* final states, constituting theLa1 ~n53! or
Lb2,15 (n54) fluorescence, observed at increasingDE
~fixed scattered energy!. The shape of these fluorescen
lines, in particular toward larger energy transfers, is differ
for each rare-earth compound, since it is controlled by
electrostatic and exchange interactions between the 3d (4d)
and 4f electronic shells. This in turn strongly depends on
occupancy of the 4f shell and the principal quantum numb
n of the final state core hole. The multiplet of typ
ues
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nd94 f n115dñ, arising from quadrupolar 2p→4 f
intermediate-state excitations, appears at the low-ene
transfer side. While in light rare earths they do not app
very pronounced, they become more distinct as one con
ues in the R series. In particular for Dy2Fe14B and
Tm2Fe14B, the multiplet is spread over a few eV, and
composed of more than one line. Moreover, one can obs
that the energy separation between theE2 andE1 multiplets
increases with increasing atomic numberZ.

The energy width of theE1 RIXS feature in metallic
systems is larger than that found in insulators, since i
directly related to the width of the rare-earth 5d band. This
makes the details of featureA hard to observe in a metallic
system. For example, the quadrupolar double structure
culated for Gd,31,32 which was observed15 at the GdL3 edge
in Gd3Ga5O12, cannot be identified by eye inspection in o
RIXS experiment on Gd2Fe14B, nor in that performed on a
pure Gd metal16 foil. However, the data analysis procedu
presented in Sec. IV B reveals a remnant of such a struc
even in our data~see Fig. 5!.

To investigate the evolution of the intensities of the tw
multipletsA andB as a function of incident photon energ
we recorded scans at constant energy transfer, correspon
to the excitation energy of theA andB final-state multiplets.
These~CFS! scans are a direct way to find the excitatio
energy of a given transition from the ground to the interm
diate state. However, the intensity due to quadrupolar e
tations can not be correctly determined, because the C
scans corresponding to quadrupolar transitions usually lie
the dipolar tail of the dominatingE1 multiplet. A correct
determination ofE1 andE2 intensities therefore requires
proper decomposition of the experimental spectra. This
been attempted by describing the experimental RIXS spe
as a sum of phenomenological profiles. The fitting proced
of the experimental curves is described in detail in S
IV B.

B. Fitting procedure and results

For eachR ion, the first step is to fit the profile of the
fluorescence line recorded at the highest incident energy
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FIG. 3. Resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering spectra measure
in R2Fe14B for heavy rare earths
(R5Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb!
as a function of energy transfer
DE. For the sake of clarity, the
spectra have been scaled to th
same maximum height, by a facto
displayed on the right side of eac
curve. The incident photon energ
at which the IXS spectrum ha
been recorded is indicated on th
left side of each curve.
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general, a sum of two pseudovoigt profiles is the minim
functional assumption which allows a proper reproduction
the asymmetric shape of the fluorescence line with a m
mum number of parameters. This is a fully phenomenolo
cal approach, and no theoretical considerations have b
taken into account when obtaining this fitted profile. As
example, in Fig. 4 we show the analysis performed
Dy2Fe14B. Panel~a! shows the experimental (s) and the
fitted profile ~full line! of the Dy La1 line at \v
57823 eV, 33 eV above the absorption edge. The fitted p
file is the sum of two pseudo-Voigt peaks, indicated
dashed lines. The resulting fitted profile is then used to fit
other RIXS spectra in the high-energy region above
threshold with the constraints that the intensities and wid
of each pseudo-Voigt peak are not allowed to change in
pendently. All the spectra recorded at\v within this high-
incident-energy region can be successfully fitted by disp
l
f
i-
i-
en

r

-

e
e
s
e-

-

ing the energy position of the fluorescence profile by 78
2\v and adjusting the intensity of the profile.

As \v approaches the absorption edge energy, featurB
starts to contribute in the low-energy-transfer part of t
spectrum~at a constantDE value!. In such a case, the spect
have been fitted by two groups of profiles with the sa
shape determined previously from theLa1 fluoresence: one
centered at fixed scattered energy, corresponding to fea
C, and one at fixed energy transfer, corresponding to fea
B. The choice of the same shape for featuresB andC can be
justified by the fact that the respective multiplets only diff
by the occupancy of the 5d shell. Panel~b! in Fig. 4 shows
the Dy RIXS spectra for\v57802.7 eV. The full line is the
sum of the two described contributions, shown as das
lines.

The spectra excited with incident photon energies aro
the whiteline maximum are slightly narrower whereas t
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the fit and decomposition procedure
the Dy RIXS spectra. The open circles denote the experime
data, the solid line the best fit, and the dashed lines the individ
components of the fit. For excitation energies well above thresh
@panel ~a!# two pseudo-Voigt profiles are used to account for t
asymmetric shape of the line. Panel~b! shows the best fit for a
spectrum recorded slightly above the whiteline energy. In this c
two groups of functions of the same shape as the fluorescence
in panel~a! are utilized. Panel~c! shows the best fit for a spectrum
recorded in the pre-edge region. The shape of the quadrupolar
ture A is obtained by subtraction of the dipolar part. Panel~d1!
shows the experimental quadrupolar contribution, and a fit utiliz
four Lorentzian functions, in comparison with the theoretical o
@panel~d2! and Ref. 19#. The different contributions to this multip
let family which can be identified are labeleda, b, c, and d. For
further details see text.
spectra below the absorption threshold display an increa
width. This is the well-known behavior in the so-called res
nant Raman regime. It is easily derived by inspection of
resonant denominator in Eq.~1! and energy conservatio
considerations. The initially determined fluorescence pro
satisfactorily reproduces the observed shape of featureB,
when recorded at low incident energies just by slightly e
larging its width ~by at most 15%!. This is illustrated in
panel~c! of Fig. 4. The quadrupolar contribution can thus
extracted by subtracting the fitted dipolar contribution. T
result of this procedure is shown in panel~d1! of Fig. 4,
where the quadrupolar part of the experimental data is sh

FIG. 5. Comparison between the experimental quadrupolar c
tributions ~right panels,s) in severalR2Fe14B systems (R5Gd,
Ho, Er, and Yb! and the corresponding ones for Gd, Ho, and Er~left
panels!, calculated in the pre-edge region as available from lite
ture ~Ref. 31!. The Yb calculated curve is a single Lorentzian. T
lines shown in the left panels have been obtained by fitting
experimental data with pseudo-Voigt profiles at positions given
theory. For further details, see text.al
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FIG. 6. Dipolar (s, right
scale! and quadrupolar (h, left
scale! intensities obtained from
the analysis described in the tex
Each figure has been scaled
have a dipolar maximum of 1~for
the sake of clarity it is only shown
in the left panels!. The scales of
the quadrupolar intensities are i
the same units, and are shown o
the left side of each panel. The ex
perimental CFS scans recorded
energy transfer corresponding t
dipolar excitations~dashed lines!
have been scaled in order to hav
the same maximum. Profiles fit
ting the quadrupolar intensities ar
shown as a guide to the eye~con-
tinuous lines!.
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as open circles. For the Dy31 ion, the quadrupolar contribu
tion has been previously calculated19,25,31and the energies o
several quadrupolar contributions have been predicted
panel~d2! of Fig. 4, we show the calculated curve from Re
19 ~which is essentially the same as those calculated by o
authors25,31! for an incident energy close to that of the e
perimental data shown in panel~d1!. The arrows indicate the
energy positions of the predicted quadrupolar contributio
The agreement between the calculated and experime
curves is rather good. It is important to note that this qu
tative agreement with the calculatedE2 part gives convinc-
ing evidence for theE2 nature of the observed pre-edg
absorption channels, even though RIXS itself does not al
a direct multipolar assignment of a given spectral featu
Such an agreement allows inclusion in the fitting proced
of several quadrupolar contributions to describe the obse
signal. The positions are fixed by the theory, and the widt
fixed to the experimental resolution value. However, to
duce the number of free parameters, we have allowed
three peaks instead of five: featuresc andd of the calculated
profile are too close to be resolved by our experiment
have been merged into one; featuree has not been included
as it appears too high in energy transfer to be separated
the dipolar main line. The resulting fit is shown as a so
line in panel~d1!, and as dashed line as well in panel~c!.

For Ho, Gd, and Er, theoretical calculations of theE2 part
of the RIXS signal are as well available,31 and a genera
agreement between theory and experiment is found,
shown in Fig. 5. For these three rare earths we show
experimental quadrupolar multiplet~left panels, s), ex-
tracted as described above for Dy, together with the calc
tions performed by van Veenendaalet al.31 in the pre-edge
region ~right panels!. The calculated curves cannot be d
rectly compared to our experimental results: first, the in
dent photon energies of both do not match exactly, and
ond, the theoretical curves were calculated with an ove
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width of G50.5 eV, which is significantly smaller than th
experimental resolution. However, by using the same pro
dure described for Dy, it is possible to fit theE2 contribution
extracted from the experimental data with a combination
contributions at fixed positions given by theory. This leads
the curves shown with the experimental data in the left p
els in Fig. 5. The overall agreement is very good, though
experimental curves are broader (Gexpt>1 eV), and very
closely lying theoretical structures merge together. Mo
over, the observed profiles are more Voigt-like than pu
Lorentzian ones as a result of the convolution of the exp
mental and lifetime induced broadenings. To further str
this point, we include the Yb data, where theE2 contribution
is composed of a single line due to its 4f 13 electronic
ground-state configuration. In analogy to the other theor
cal curves, it is shown broadened by aG50.5 eV Lorentzian
in the right panel, whereas the experimentalE2 feature, dis-
played in the left panel, is best fitted with a pseudo-Vo
profile of approximately 2-eV width.

With the procedure described above, the data sets of aR
compounds were successfully analyzed, and for each i
dent photon energy the integrated intensities of the main
tures could be determined. These separated sets of dip
and quadrupolar integrated intensities yield the resonance
ergies of theE1 andE2 features, and more importantly, the
provide the correct ratio ofE2 to E1 transition strengths
since theE1 contribution to theE2 feature has been accu
rately subtracted. The results of the analysis are summar
in Fig. 6. For eachR2Fe14B system, we plot, as a function o
the incident energy, the intensities obtained for the dipo
(s) and quadrupolar (h) contributions. The results ar
shown in arbitrary units. The intensities have been norm
ized in such a way that the dipolar scale~right side of each
plot! has a maximum of unity. In order to render the quad
polar contribution visible, the data are referred to differe
scales on the left and right sides of the plot, but in the sa
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arbitrary units. The experimental CFS scans of the dipo
featuresB ~dotted thick line! are also shown in Fig. 6. The
have been conveniently scaled to adjust the maximum in
sities obtained from the fitting analysis of the IXS data.
guide the eye, profiles fitting the extracted quadrupolar int
sities have also been incuded in the figure. The integra
intensity ascribed to dipolar transitions is the sum ofB andC
features. This is the reason for the ‘‘absorption-edge-lik
shape of the resulting curve. TheB andC intensities have no
been independently presented because the strong di
resonance occurring at the whiteline incident energy has
important contribution from bothB andC structures. These
contributions are difficult to separate between the edge
the whiteline energies. The integral of the whole experim
tal curve is a value which can be determined with mu
better accuracy than the separate intensities of theB and C
features.

As we pointed out already in our previous publication17

for Nd and Sm it has been necessary to fit the experime
data with two additional profiles below the dominating dip
lar final-state feature. The analysis shows that the two
tures, labeledA1 andA2 and represented in Fig. 6 by blac
and white squares, respectively, resonate at slightly diffe
energies. The peak intensities of these two structures c
cide with a ‘‘negative to positive’’ double structure in th
corresponding XMCD.17 Both RIXS and XMCD structures
can be interpreted within a simple one-electron picture:
A1 structure originated in the promotion of a core electron
a hole in the partially filled ‘‘spin-up’’ 4f subshell, giving

rise to the 2p54 f (n11)↑5dñ intermediate state, i.e., to excite
terms with total spinS 5 ~n11!/2. Alternatively, theA2
feature corresponds to theE2 excitation to the fully empty

‘‘spin-down’’ 4 f subshell, with a 2p54 f n↑1↓5dñ intermedi-
ate state, and to excited terms with total spinS 5 ~n21!/2.
Due to the first Hund’s rule, the 4f n11 configuration related
to theA2 feature is more energetic than that to theA1, and
consequently has a higher-energy transfer in the RIXS s
tra. The experimental energy separation betweenA1 andA2
features is in good agreement with the energy difference
tween the ground and the first excited terms for 4f n11

configurations.17,33,34 Recent calculations of theE2 2p
→4 f XAS spectra20 for Nd and Sm show as well the exis
tence of a double-peak structure, compatible with our ob
vation. Moreover, our model explains as well the change
sign of theE2 dichroic signal at theL3 edges of light rare
earths, a quite general fact observed in several systems.
interpretation is also in accord with a quantitative analysis
XRMS on Nd2Fe14B.35 Moreover, Hague36 independently
confirmed the presence of theA1 and A2 structures in a
RIXS study on Ce compounds.

The analysis for Ho2Fe14B reveals another peculiarity
Despite the fact that in the RIXS spectra a second disc
feature at the low-energy-transfer side of theE1 feature can
not be identified, the spectral decomposition leads to an
tensity variation with two peaks. This high-energyE2 fea-
ture resonates'461 eV below the dipolar resonance. Th
behavior was reproduced in calculations of the Ho31 quadru-
polar RIXS by van Veenendaalet al.,6 where a secondE2
contribution appears at about 3-eV larger energy transfe
r
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the main E2 feature. A similar behavior, but less pro
nounced, is also observed for Tb and Dy, where theE2
intensity variation shows a small shoulder toward higher
cident photon energies.

In our previous paper17 we performed a comparison be
tween the position of the quadrupolar RIXS features with
XMCD spectra recorded on the same samples. The exce
agreement between the positions of diverse features foun
RIXS and XMCD experiments strongly suggested theE2
origin of theL3 dichroic pre-edge structures. This was po
teriorly confirmed30 in the case of Nd2Fe14B by an analysis
of the temperature and angular dependence of XMCD u
the spin reorientation transition that this compound und
goes atT'135 K.

The quantitative results concerning the energy posit
and the relative strength of quadrupolar to dipolar excitat
channel are summarized in Fig. 7. The top panel shows
separation between the resonance energies of the quad
lar and dipolar features,EE22EE1 (L). For completeness
the energy position in the corresponding XMCD spectra
theR2Fe14B compounds are displayed as well (s). Features
A andA2 in heavy and lightR, respectively, follow the same
trend as a function of the filling of the 4f shell. This is well
understood with the proposed model as the photoelectro
excited to the same 4f subshell. TheEE22EE1 values and
their evolution through the rare-earth series are in go

FIG. 7. Top panel: Energy separationEE22EE1 between the
quadrupolar and dipolar resonance energies, as derived from R
(L) and XMCD (s) as a function of theR element. Lines are
guides to the eye. Bottom panel: Ratio of quadrupolar to dipo
transition strength obtained from the analysis described in the
as a function of theR element. The solid and dashed lines res
from fitting the theoreticalE2/E1 intensity evolution to our results
(d) and to values from Ref. 18 (L), respectively. See text fo
more details.
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agreement with available theoretical results for R5 Gd to
Tm.21

In particular, the extracted value ofEE22EE1511.3
60.4 eV for Yb14Fe2B confirms the previously made predic
tion of EE22EE1510.561.5 eV, extrapolated from
the observed trend along the rare-earth series.17 Our results
suggest that for YbFe2 as well, the lowest-energy XMCD
peak is ofE2 character, as it appears at an incident ene
'12 eV below the dipolar resonance. This is in disagr
ment with a previous analysis of temperature depend
XMCD spectra,9 where the central feature at the YbL3 en-
ergy, 5 eV below the whiteline maximum was identified a
quadrupolar contribution. A similar~though less pro-
nounced! hump was found by Chaboyet al.37 in the XMCD
at the YbL3 edge on Yb2Fe14B, whose energy position is
also shown in Fig. 7.

The bottom panel of Fig. 7 shows the relative strength
the E2 channel compared to theE1 channel for the rare
earth series. The dipolar intensities have been obtained a
integral of the correctly scaled experimental CFS scans
featuresB. The E2 contributions were extracted by integr
tion of the fitted Lorentzian profile. For Nd and Sm, th
intensities of the two quadrupolar features were added.
spite the quite large error bars, a decreasing trend of
E2/E1 intensity ratio with increasing atomic number can
observed, ranging in this series fromE2/E150.027 for Nd
to 0.0065 for Yb. Qualitatively, this behavior can be eas
understood: while theE1 intensity remains approximatel
constant along the series, one expects theE2 intensity to
decrease as the number of unoccupied 4f states is reduced
from Nd to Yb. As a matter of fact, theE2/E1 ratio is pro-
portional to (142n)(Za)2 ~wherea51/137 is the fine struc-
ture constant andn the number of 4f electrons!.18 The solid
line in the bottom panel of Fig. 7 represents the best fit to
data with the above functional dependence.

A decreasing trend of the quadrupolar to dipolar stren
ratio was also obtained by Loeffenet al., by deconvolution
of high-quality absorption spectra18 recorded at theL3 edges
of Gd, Dy, Ho, and Er in a group of five rare-earth insulato
Their results are plotted for comparison as well in the bott
panel of Fig. 7 (L). The overall agreement between th
results of two very different methods to obtain theE2/E1
ratios is very satisfying. The best fit of the (142n)(Za)2

dependence to the results from Ref. 18 is shown as a da
line, evidencing a quantitative agreement with our results
Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, and Yb. For Gd, Tb, Sm, and Nd, we fin
slightly lowerE2/E1 values, althoughE2/E150.018 for Gd
is coincident with the value previously found15 in the insu-
lating garnet Gd3Ga5O12. These slight differences would b
related to the fact that as one approaches the light rare e
the energy difference between quadrupolarA2 and dipolarB
features decreases, thus making a proper separation diffi
This is evidenced for Dy in Fig. 4 by the imposibility o
separately observing the predicted feature labelede, and con-
sequently, of computing its contribution. The increase of
error bars for light rare earths is also related to this syst
atic error.
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The general agreement between the results from diffe
experiments and data analysis allow us to make a predic
for theE2/E1 ratio to be found in Ce and Pr compounds: t
data and fits shown in Fig. 7 lead to a range of values
E2/E150.03760.008 and 0.03460.008 for Ce and Pr, re
spectively. These ratios should arise from integration ofA1
andA2 features, whose energies with respect to the dipo
resonance can be obtained by inspection of the top pane
Fig. 7.

V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a systematic resonant inelastic x
scattering study at theL3 absorption edge of rare-earth ion
in the R2Fe14B series of intermetallic magnetic materials.
decomposition of each individual IXS spectrum has be
performed by fitting pseudo-Voigt functions to the domina
ing dipolar contribution, and obtaining the quadrupo
ones by subtraction. This procedure allowed us to determ
the intensity evolution ofE1 andE2 features as a function
of incident photon energy, resulting in the determinati
of both their resonance energies and their relative streng
The quadrupolar origin of the observed pre-edge featu
is supported by the agreement with the quadrupo
RIXS spectra calculated by different authors. We wa
to stress that theE2/E1 intensity ratio obtained from
RIXS experiments provides the partialE1 andE2 absorption
cross sections, as the integrated intensity of the inela
x-ray scattering spectrum at a given incident energy, and
it is proportional to the absorption cross section at t
energy.31

This work gives a set of experimental test values for
intensity of quadrupolar excitation channels with respect
the dipolar ones in metallic systems, which should be use
in the validation of combined band theory–atomic multip
calculations intending a theoretical description of the co
hole spectroscopies~especially magnetic ones! at the L2,3
absorption edges of rare-earth ions, as well as allowing
proper use of the magneto-optical sum rules at the hybridi
5d orbitals of rare-earth ions in intermetallic systems.
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